In this paper the problem is discussed about the text structure determination and content analysis by lexical parall~lism, or the repetition of lexical items. Intersentential relations are determined through the identical, partly identical or lexico-semantic repetition in Japanese scientific texts. Lexical parallelism ratio and lexical parallelism indicator distance are obtained on computer and by hand.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lexical parallelism, that is, the repetition of lexical items, is an important device for indicating the sentence connections in a text(discouse). The recurrent lexical items, or lexical equivalents need not have the same syntactic function or parts of speech in the two sentences in which they occur.
They may be identical in form and in meaning, or they may be related by lexico-semantic relationship, such as synonymy, hyponymy, antonymy. In a special case they may be partly identical both in form and in meaning, as in ~ (ultrasonic wave), ~(sound wave) and ~ (sound).
Another device for indicating the sentence connections is a syntactic device, such as substitutes, logical connecters, time and place relaters and structural parallelism [I] . For example, in Japanese substitutes---~/ C~ (this), ~_.__~__~ (here), ~ (we/our), ~_____~ (it), time relaters---~ (next), ~ (above mentioned), and logical connecters---~ (and), ~ are determined in each position and lexical parallelism ratios are obtained (Table I) . On the same samples the optimal sentence connections are determined manually and the lexical parallelism ratios were calculated (Table 2) . Except for Text E, the totals of the ratios amount to 72-83%(cf. Table 2 ) and in computer experiment the ratios of type I in the initial position amount to 57-68%(0f. Table I ). And moreover, the initial lexieal items(w=1) show the maxima in most samples in Table  I and by far the highest value in all samples in Table 2 , and they decrease with increasing w in Table 2 . It is The sentence connection of type t clear from the results that lexical in position w is determined between parallelism plays an important role in the given j-th sentence Sj and the the intersentential dependency and i-th sentence Si( i < j ), if and only lexical items at the beginning of the if Si is the nearest preceding sentences are the most relevant sentence which contains the lexical lexical parallelism indicators. item, lexically equivalent to the w-th lexical item from the beginning of the 3. LEXICAL PARALLELISM INDICATOR given sentence Sj through the type t DISTANCE repetition( t = 1,2,3; w = 1,2,3,4,5). The partly identical repetition and lexico-semantic repetition through the lexical items at/near the beginning of the sentence,firstly, intersentential dependency by syntactic device, secondly, the recognition of topic/comment opposition in the sentence, thirdly, and lastly, the application to automatic keyword or key-sentence extraction in content analysis depend on the future researches.
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